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The visible stars in a galaxy trace
only a portion of the baryonic
matter important to its evolution.

An extended corona of gas may be a
remnant of the collapse of the galaxy,
perhaps at the virial temperature of
the dark matter halo.

Outflows driven by star formation
a n d / o r AG N a c t i v i t y c i rc u l a t e
baryons, metals, and energy into
the corona (and perhaps beyond the
halo).

The visible stars in a galaxy trace
only a portion of the baryonic
matter important to its evolution.

Outflows driven by star formation
a n d / o r AG N a c t i v i t y c i rc u l a t e
baryons, metals, and energy into
the corona (and perhaps beyond the
halo).

Inflowing pristine matter from the
intergalactic medium may fuel star
formation in the disk or be heated,
subsumed into the corona.

An extended corona of gas may be a
remnant of the collapse of the galaxy,
perhaps at the virial temperature of
the dark matter halo.

The galaxy itself is embedded in and
draws from the cosmic web of gas
and galaxies.

The CGM plays a fundamental role in and potentially
provides unique constraints on galaxy evolution.
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1. How does
the CGM reflect galaxy evolution?
Ancient outflows
Primordial corona?

2. What role does the CGM play in shaping galaxies?
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CGM = CircumGalactic Medium

1. How does the CGM
reflect galaxy evolution?

Recycling?
Satellite stripping?
Hot-mode accretion?
Primordial corona?

The baryonic and metal content of
the CGM trace matter collected
from the assembly of the galaxy &
matter expelled from the galaxy.
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F IG . 5.— The luminosity–metallicity relation of SDSS galaxies in the g and
z-bands. In the first panel we have corrected Mg to face-on orientation, but
we have not corrected for internal attenuation. In panels 2-4 we correct Mg
and Mz for internal attenuation, assuming that the stars experience 1/3 of the
reddening measured in the gas. The solid black contours in panels 1-3 enclose
68 and 95% of data with statistics computed in bins of 0.4 mag in luminosity.
The median half-width of the distribution is listed in the lower right corner.
For comparison, the dashed line in the first panel shows the least-squares
linear bisector fit to the data. The fourth panel shows the median z-band
luminosity–metallicity relation for galaxies in four bins of Dn (4000): from
bottom to top, 1.0 - 1.2, 1.2 - 1.3, 1.3 - 1.4, 1.4 - 1.8. Data for the contours in
panels 1 and 3 are given in Tables 1 and 2.

1. How does the CGM
reflect galaxy evolution?

*The galactic mass-metallicity relationship
may be shaped by galactic outflows.
Tremonti+ (2004)
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5. THE MASS–METALLICITY RELATIONSHIP

With our new prescriptions for measuring stellar mass and
gas-phase metallicity it is now possible to examine the mass–
metallicity relationship of our sample of SDSS star-forming
galaxies. Figure 6 shows that a striking correlation is observed, extending over 3 decades in stellar mass and a factor of 10 in metallicity. The correlation is roughly linear from
108.5 M⊙ to 1010.5 M⊙ after which a gradual flattening occurs.
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2σ = 0.24
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12 + log(O/H)

band magnitude corrected for intrinsic attenuation, as described above; 3) and the absolute z-band magnitude corrected for intrinsic attenuation. In panels 1-3 of Figure 5
we indicate the distribution of metallicity at a given luminosity by displaying the contours which enclose 68 and 95%
of the data in bins of 0.4 mag. The contours provide a nonparametric description of the distribution which is unbiased
as long as the errors in luminosity are small relative to our
adopted bin-size. For comparison, we also show the traditional least-squares linear bisector fit to the data in panel 1
(12+log(O/H) = −0.186(±0.001)Mg + 5.195(±0.018)). Because we do not know a priori the true functional form of
the luminosity–metallicity relation, we focus on the contours.
Comparison of the first two panels of Figure 5 shows that correcting the luminosity for attenuation reduces the scatter and
flattens the luminosity–metallicity relation at high mass. This
trend is even more pronounced when the extinction corrected
z-band magnitude is used (panel 3). Because the z-band is
less sensitive to dust and recent starbursts, the range of M/L
ratios is smaller, and the scatter is reduced by ∼ 20% compared to the uncorrected g-band. However, even in the z-band,
M/L ratios can vary by factors of a few. This effect is illustrated in panel 4 where we plot the median z-band luminosity–
metallicity relation for galaxies in four bins of Dn (4000). As
discussed in Kauffmann et al. (2003a), Dn (4000) is a good
measure of the mean stellar age of the population. Our interpretation of panel 4 is that at fixed metallicity, galaxies with
lower Dn (4000) are shifted to brighter magnitudes because of
the lower M/L ratios of their young stellar populations. This
confirms our intuition that the underlying physical correlation
is between stellar mass and metallicity.
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F IG . 6.— The relation between stellar mass, in units of solar masses, and

1. How does the CGM
reflect galaxy evolution?

Stellar+AGN feedback

M*/Mhalo ~ 0.5 Ωb/ΩDM

Milky Way

Stellar feedback

log M*/Mhalo

*The CGM may host a significant
number of “invisible” baryons.

Moster+ (2010)

log Mhalo

cold warm hot
ILLUSTRIS simulations: Vogelsberger+ (2014)

Fox+ (2013)

Lehner+ (2013)
0 ≤ log N(HI) ≤ 18.6
z ~ 0.25 – 1.0
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COS-Halos survey studied CGM vs. galaxy properties

“Map” of QSOs
relative to foreground
galaxies.

COS-Dwarfs

COS-Halos

z = 0.02 - 0.10

z = 0.15 - 0.35

logM* = 8 - 10

logM* = 10 - 11.5

optimal for CIV

optimal for OVI

ALL GALAXIES SELECTED PRIOR TO ABSORPTION
Friday, January 31, 14

Slide courtesy of J. Tumlinson
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The
CGM harbors a large fractionL*&Baryonic&Budget&
of galactic baryons
10
2 x 10 M⊙

M

Baryon budget of typical L* galaxy (~1012 M⊙)

~ 6Cool+Warm
x 1010 M⊙CGM mass budget:
Typical mass of cool gas in CGM:
MCool CGM ~ 6 x 1010 M⊙

to stellar masses and come quite
mass of warm gas in CGM:
baryonTypical
budget.
10
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MWarm CGM ~ 2 x 10 M⊙
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halo” (NFW
or Maller
Bullock ’04)
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Other&
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Werk+ (2014);
also Stocke+ (2013), Lehner+ (2015), Keeney+ (2017)
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The CGM harbors a large fraction of galactic baryons
P ROCHASKA ET AL .

Estimated CGM mass in composite COS-Halos sample

Cool+Warm CGM mass budget:
Typical mass of cool gas in CGM:
MCool CGM ~ 6 x 1010 M⊙
Typical mass of warm gas in CGM:
MWarm CGM ~ 2 x 1010 M⊙

There is probably not a galactic
“missing baryons problem.”

Werk+ (2014)

Prochaska+ (2017)

eft] Estimated mass in annuli of 10 kpc width for the CGM, estimated from the COS-Halos survey. The uncertainty is esti
strap analysis (see text). [right] The estimated cumulative mass of the cool CGM gas. The green point with error bar sho
e (with conservative bound) from W14 to R? = 150 kpc.

Local galaxies show CGM is a large baryon reservoir.

Gas content of satellites hint at large gaseous halos about local galaxies.
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Neutral gas mass

8

LMC

Distance from MW or M31
See also Grcevich & Putman (2009), Spekkens+ (2014)

Flux

Flux
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Andromeda houses a huge gaseous halo.

2Rvir = 600 kpc
Search Diameter = 4 Rvir

2 Rvir ~ 600 kpc

M31 compared
with angular size
of Earth’s moon

resolution element, which will be the typical quality
of the proposed data. Several independent lines of
evidence support that the absorption at −310≲vLSR≲
−150 km s-1 observed in 7 spectra of the existing
sample has M31 CGM origin rather than a Magellanic
Stream, Local Group or Milky Way origin. Our pilot
study has given us the required expertise to
disentangle the observed absorption components
toward M31 as describe in
Description of

Project AMIGA: Andromeda’s CGM bears a large baryonic mass.

AMIGA sight lines

Data from Lehner+ (2015)
Models from Ford+ (2014)
Proposed
Archival

The CGM of the Andromeda galaxy bears
at least ~10% of its stellar mass.

Si III
Si IV
C IV

MCGM(ρ≤50 kpc) > 3x108 M⊙
MCGM(ρ≤300 kpc) > 109 M⊙

AMIGA C IV sensitivity

AMIGA Si IV sensitivity

AMIGA Si III sensitivity
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ions). The HS0058+4213 spectrum has S/N~15 per
resolution element, which will be the typical quality
of the proposed data. Several independent lines of
evidence support that the absorption at −310≲vLSR≲
−150 km s-1 observed in 7 spectra of the existing
sample has M31 CGM origin rather than a Magellanic
Stream, Local Group or Milky Way origin. Our pilot
study has given us the required expertise to
disentangle the observed absorption components
toward M31 as describe in
Description of

Project AMIGA: Andromeda’s CGM bears a huge baryonic mass.

AMIGA sight lines

Project AMIGA

Proposed
Archival

25 total targets
Proposed Targets
Archival targets with detections
Archival targets with non-detections
Archival MW halo star sightlines
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The CGM harbors as many metals as stars in galaxies.
Cool/Warm CGM gas
(Peeples+ 2014, Bordoloi+ 2014)
Hot CGM gas (Anderson+ 2013)
CGM dust (Menard+ 2010)
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First pointed out by Molly Peeples.

There are as many
metals present in
the CGM as in stars
in galaxies.

COS-Halos: warm metals in CGM associated with star formation.

M31

(Lehner+ 2015)

Tumlinson+ (2011)

The presence and quantity of “warm” metals is strongly
correlated with star formation properties of galaxies.
…but it is not for H I (Thom+ 2012).

2. What role does the CGM
play in shaping galaxies?

Flows through the CGM or condensation
out of CGM gas provides fuel for star
formation in galaxies.

2. What role does the CGM
play in shaping galaxies?
*A majority of stars in z=0 galaxies
may have been formed by “recycled”
CGM gas (winds).
z=

1

2

4
Recycling
Hot mode
Cold mode

Oppenheimer+ (2010)

2. What role does the CGM
play in shaping galaxies?

Milky Way

Gas consumption timescale (Gyr)

*Infall of metal-poor IGM gas may be
required to fuel multi-Gyr star
formation in galaxies.

LIRGs/ULIRGs
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Adapted from Daddi+ (2008)

2. What role does the CGM
play in shaping galaxies?

red

*The CGM may keep incoming fuel
from reaching the centers of galaxies,
and thus in quenching star formation.
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Schawinski+ (2014)

Cold Gas Accretion onto Galaxies
The accretion of IGM gas
onto galaxies is a crucial
part of their evolution.

A. Dekel

Cold Gas Accretion onto Galaxies
The accretion of IGM gas
onto galaxies is a crucial
part of their evolution.
Much of this matter may
come in “cold,” but this is
thought to depend on the
mass of the central galaxy.

Accretion fraction

A. Dekel

Keres+ (2005)

Hot

Cold

bar

–– Shock heated by hot CGM,
not readily available for SF.

Role of cold accretion is topic of hot debate.
Fraction of final mass accreted cold

Torrey+ (2012)

Nelson+ (2013)

Arepo
simulations show
lower mix of cold
accretion for star
formation.

Cold accretion at
the virial radius is
unaltered.

(new)

Milky Way

ps of five matched objects in GADGET and AREPO chosen at z = 0 log
with host halo masses ∼1012 h−1 M⊙ . There a
gas disc. In addition, the prevalence of dense gas blobs is much higher in the GADGET simulation.

We want to dissect the CGM of galaxies, learning about each component.
We’d like to make a map of the
CGM and tag the gas by its
origins.

The accretion of IGM gas
onto galaxies is a crucial
part of their evolution.

The expulsion of gas from
galaxies is a crucial part of
their evolution.
A. Dekel
Ribaudo et al. (2015)
LLS: log N(H I) > 17.5
z ~ 0.6 - 1.2

Fumagalli et al. (2011)
z ~ 1.3
Faucher-Giguere & Keres (2011)
z~2

Tumlinson+ (2011)

COS-Halos attempts this.…but the covering factors of streams are small!

Lyman limit systems probe infall and outflows at low-z.

Upper limits

40% solar metallicity

2.5% solar metallicity

Metallicity distribution of z ≤ 1.0 Lyman limit systems
[16.1 ≤ log N(H I) ≤ 18.5]
Lehner+ (2013):
28 LLS @ z ≤ 1
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Lyman limit systems probe infall and outflows at low-z.
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40% solar metallicity

2.5% solar metallicity

Metallicity distribution of z ≤ 1.0 Lyman limit systems
[16.1 ≤ log N(H I) ≤ 18.5]

Other!

Lehner+ (2013):
28 LLS @ z ≤ 1

Outflows?

(e.g., tidal material, recycled outflows)

Lehner+ (2013)

Surprises still to be found
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Norris+ (in prep)

IGM

Galaxies

Wotta+ (2017)

GALEX – 2003

LUVOIR – Late 2020’s

I like it!
J. Christopher Howk
U. Notre Dame / U. Católica

onomy is as exciting as the last.

LUVOIR: DA ~ 15 m
UV spectroscopy:
λUV ~1,000 – 4,000 Å
R ~ 500; 5,000; 50,000 …500,000?
MOS/IFU over ~2′ field.

LUVOIR – Late 2020’s construction

What cool things can we do with LUVOIR?

What do we need to get ready for and
scope the design requirements of LUVOIR?

What legacy do we want to leave for our
decade without UV access?

LUVOIR will not be just HST with a bigger aperture
What doesn’t HST do well?

• High-resolution spectroscopy
at high sensitivity

• FUV (<1200 Å)
• NUV (>1800 Å)
• Multiplexed spectroscopy
• Simulations (!)

COS-Dwarfs

COS-Halos

z = 0.02 - 0.10

z = 0.15 - 0.35

logM* = 8 - 10

logM* = 10 - 11.5

optimal for CIV

optimal for OVI

ALL GALAXIES SELECTED PRIOR TO ABSORPTION
Friday, January 31, 14

These 2 HST programs represent ~300 HST orbits.

We use EW measurements, harkening back to Strömgren??
The Astrophysical Journal, 833:259 (15pp), 2016 December 20
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Via Jess Werk (Tumlinson, Peeples, Werk 2017)
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Figure 4
A range of ion equivalent width (rest-frame) measurements for a compilation of published surveys. We progress from H i
though seven metallic ions of increasing ionization potential. The surveys are COS-Halos Tumlinson et al. (2013); Werk
et al. (2012), COS-Dwarfs (Bordoloi et al. 2014b), COS-GASS (Borthakur et al. 2015), MAGIICAT Nielsen et al. (2013),
Liang & Chen (2014), the Keck Baryonic Structure Survey (Rudie et al. 2012; Turner et al. 2015), CASBaH (Tripp et al.
2011), Prochaska et al. (2011a), and the X-ray study of Yao et al. (2012) that imposes as stacked upper limit on O vii.
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Figure 4. Example of broad and narrow C iv and Si iv components. The AOD
profiles are shown in black and red. The fitted profiles were transformed in AOD
profiles and are shown in blue (individual components) and green (full modeled
profiles).(2011)
The narrow C iv and Si iv components align with one component of
Lehner+
Al iii (but as we emphasize in the text, this is a rare occurrence), and the broad
C iv and Si iv component aligns well with that of O vi and N v. But note that no
narrow component is detected in the O vi or N v profile, and no broad component
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Access to λ ~ 1000 Å is critical
Wavebands:

Courtesy J.Werk [Tumlinson+ 2017]
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The Astrophysical Journal, 832:189 (12pp), 2016 December 1

Qu & Bregman

The Astrophysical Journal, 832:189 (12pp), 2016 December 1

Qu & Bregman

Qu & Bregman (2017)

Figure 2. Lines due to high ionization species (i.e., Mg X and Ne VIII) and their zoom-in plots are plotted on the right. The data are the solid black lines and the models
are red, while dashed, dotted and dashed-dotted lines indicate lines in the Mg X system and related lines (see the text for details). Every absorption line is marked with
its redshift, ion, rest wavelength,and velocity shift, while the marker “U” designates unknown lines.

Table 1
Proﬁle Fitting Results
Ion
Mg Xa
Ne VIII

v
km s−1

b
km s−1

logN
cm−2

v
km s−1

b
km s−1

logN
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logNtot
cm−2

L
−104.7±16.7

L
20.1±11.5

L
13.64±0.17

9.2±28.0
33.1±23.1

68.5±20.3
29.9±16.6

13.89±0.10
13.67±0.17

13.89±0.10
13.96±0.17

3)
8.6
1.0

The future: mapping the origins of the CGM gas
Infalling gasGas
Inflowing
HI

z ~ 2.8

Outflowing gas
Outflowing
Gas
HI

Shen+ (2013)

We want to map the CGM as a
function of ionization state and
metallicity.
This means:
– Developing better statistical maps of the CGM with
galaxy properties, etc. (ala COS-Halos).

O VI

O VI

– Directly mapping absorption lines toward many
sight lines in individual galaxies, headed toward
tomography. (Not even done yet for M31.)
– Observing resolved galaxies at low redshift to connect to
H I mapping. (21-cm won’t get <few x 1017 cm-2.)

– Emission line imaging.
Critical capabilities:

Higher ionization states more directly probe the
driving fluid, the more diffuse CGM.

– Large aperture (sensitivity).
– High resolution (R>20,000).
– FUV capability to ~1000 Å.
– Efficient NUV capabilities to 3000 Å (Lyα).
– …or UV imaging sensitivity, perhaps spectral image
slicers or narrowband filters.

ere the QSO

orientation and inclination allow us to deproject the observed lineof-sight velocity distribution along the polar axis and examine the
led sensitivenergetics required to power the outflows. Gauthier & Chen (2012)
ectrum does
showed that if the Mg II absorbers observed at ρ > 7 kpc from
star-forming galaxies originate in outflows, then either the outflows
d individual
are decelerating (inconsistent with the interpretation of blue-shifted
noweth et al.
absorption tails by Martin & Bouché 2009; Steidel et al. 2010) or
ve therefore
there needs to be additional kinetic energy input at >10 kpc beyond
patial distriJournal, 765:27 (17pp), 2013 March 1
Keeney et al.
the disc plane. Finally, Chen (2012) showed that both the spatial
a & Bowen
extent and mean absorption equivalent width of halo gas around
raction (e.g.
Keeney+
galaxies of comparable mass have changed little since
z ≈ 2.2, (2013)
de. 2011) over
spite the observations that individual galaxies at z ≈ 2 on average
egarding the
were forming stars at >20 times faster rate than low-redshift galaxunknown for
ies (Wuyts et al. 2011). The constant spatial profile in absorption
revealed in
around galaxies of disparate star formation properties is difficult to
rt to characreconcile, if these absorbers originate primarily in starburst-driven
laxies using
outflows. Consequently, the origin of halo gas revealed in absorption
š 2011).
spectroscopy remains an open question and to fully understand the
ous presence
origin and growth of gaseous haloes around galaxies requires new
observations
inst the UV
observations.
Rubin et al.
To go beyond the traditional one-dimensional application of QSO
e outflowing
probes, we have targeted two intermediate-redshift galaxies in the
Rubin et al.
field around the quadruply-lensed QSO HE 0435−1223 at z = 1.689
owing gas in
(Wisotzki et al. 2002) and searched
for absorption features in
The Astrophysical Journal, 804:79 (21pp), 2015 May 10
veral followthe spectra of individual lensed QSO images that are associated
orbers (such
with the galaxies. The four QSO images are separated by ≈1.6–
nes to those
2.5 arcsec (Fig. 1) and serve as a natural integral field unit for
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RX J0439.6–5311, HE 0439–5254, and HE 0435–5304 (HE 0439–5254 also probes the halo of ESO 157–50).
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We want to map the CGM as a function
of ionization state and metallicity.
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Why do we need more of this if we
have samples like this from HST?
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Why do we need more of this if we
have samples like this from HST?
This is actually a very small sample if we want
to833:259
understand
scaling
relations
in galaxies.
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Borthakur+ (2016)

Figure 1. Distribution of galaxy properties for the COS-GASS and COS-Halos samples. The left panel

The AGN Impact on the CGM of Cen A
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Figure 1: The multi-scale structure of the AGN jets about Cen A. Top: The γ-ray (left) and radio
(right) emission from the outer lobes of Cen A with locations of our proposed COS sight lines marked
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Why do we need more of this if we
have samples like this from HST?

11
Figure 1. The locations of our GBT pointings relative to the M31-M33 system, where the axes show physical impact parameter

from the center of M31. In this orientation, north is up, east to the left. The 25 Project AMIGA sight lines have red outlines;
the supplemental sight lines have black outlines and are smaller. Two probable MS detections are filled in cyan. The remainder
of the sight lines have non-detections of H I associated with M31. Dotted circles show impact parameters ⇢ = 100, 200, 300 kpc,
the last being roughly Rvir . The sizes and orientations of the two galaxies are taken from the RC3 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991)
and correspond to the optical R25 values. The dashed line shows the plane of the Magellanic System (bMS = 0 ) as defined by
Nidever et al. (2008). The region within bMS = ±15 is shaded.

Howk+ (2017)

Figure 5. Top:

the basic brightness temperature calibration and stray radiation correction and Lockman et al. (2012) for the scan
coaddition and baseline fitting. For each sight line we individually examined each 10 minute scan, including both
polarizations. In some cases we interpolated over occasional localized interference, i.e., for interference a↵ecting a
small number of channels in a given scan. In a few cases, individual scans were excluded from the coaddition if such
interference occupied a large number of channels. The quality of the spectral baselines is one of the limiting factors in
setting our column density sensitivity. For some scans, one of the linear polarized receivers had much worse baselines
than typical. We excluded these from the subsequent data processing. We fitted spectral baselines separately to each
scan and linear polarization over a very broad velocity range before coaddition. We adopted third- to fifth-order
polynomials, taking care to exclude regions of potential emission from the fitting. The individual baseline-corrected
spectra for a given sight line were then coadded with equal weights after applying an atmospheric extinction correction
to each. Finally we corrected for the GBT’s main beam efficiency at 21-cm (⌘mb = 0.88). The final data are binned
to ⇠ 0.6 km s 1 channel width. Several examples of our final spectra are shown in Figure 2.
We have performed an automated search for emission at 5 significance over the velocity range 515  vLSR 
170 km s 1 (M31 has a systemic velocity vsys = 300 km s 1 ). Our observations have typical RMS brightness
temperature fluctuations of b ⇡ 8 mK over the search velocities, with a full range between ⇡ 7 and 12 mK per
0.6 km s 1 channel. The RMS brightness temperatures for each sight line, derived empirically over the full range of
velocities searched for M31 emission, are given in Table 1. Because we have calculated these empirically they include
Thethecolumn
density
limits
through
CGM
of M31
compared
with the results of
both
random noise
and the
e↵ects of
imperfect the
baseline
subtractions
or local
baseline irregularities.

the absorpt

Absorption line tomography of galaxy halos enabled by LUVOIR.

Each HST spectrograph had a factor of 10 improvement over
its predecessor
GHRS
*10x spectral resolution of IUE
*At R ~ 100,000, Δλ ~ 7 Å!

STIS
*~30x spectral coverage
for R ~ 100,000
COS
* ~10x sensitivity, at lower R
* > 10x greater observable sample
of objects!

Mapping the origins of stars in galaxies means imaging the CGM

M31

(Lehner+ 2015)

Tumlinson+ (2011)

The presence and quantity of “warm” metals is strongly
correlated with star formation properties of galaxies.
…but it is not for H I (Thom+ 2012).

1972ARA&A..10..375D

Mapping the origins of stars in galaxies means imaging
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Corlies & Schiminovic
Morphological information –
Where are the filaments and winds?
Cooling rates –
Corlies
& Schiminovich
Do galaxies
acquire their gas from the CGM? Do
winds lose their energy to radiation?
Physical Scales –
What are the relevant length, density scales
for halo structures? Pressures, temperatures?

See also
de Voort
& Schaye (2013),
Bertone They
& Schaye
(2012)
etallicity at a series of redshifts. The spherical averages
ofvan
these
quantities
are plotted.
quantitativel
on—the average density lowers with time, while the temperature increases. Spikes in the proﬁles correspon

The “cosmic web” in Lyα, lit up by QSOs/AGNs

FABulous Nebula

Courtesy Fabrizio Arrigoni

Low-redshift gives access to metal tracers in emission

The Astrophysical Journal, 831:39 (19pp), 2016 November 1

Borisova et al.

Borisova+ (2016)

The Astrophysical Journal, 831:39 (19pp), 2016 November 1

Figure 5. Comparison between the circularly averaged SB proﬁles of the MUSE detected Lya nebulae (gray lines are individual proﬁles and purpl
proﬁle, as in Figure 4) and other systems in the literature: Slug Nebula (orange line, the dashed line indicates the region contaminated by the quasa
around individual galaxies detected in the MUSE-HDFS
4 ﬁeld (shaded blue area), and the LBG-stack of Steidel et al. (2011) (green line). The left-ha
observed SB as a function of the projected physical distance. In the central panel the x-axis is the same as before but the SB is redshift dimming co
right-hand panel shows the redshift dimming corrected SB proﬁles as a function of comoving projected distance. Once corrected for the different
of the proﬁles of the MUSE detected nebulae are very similar to those of both the Slug Nebula and the LBG stack, suggesting a similar origin fo
systems as discussed in detail in Section 5. In particular, the redshift-corrected proﬁle of the Slug Nebula is perfectly compatible with the typical p

Low backgrounds, FUV wavelength access, low (1+z) make this problem a tempting target for LUVOIR.

feedback in high-redshift dwarf galaxies, e.g. with JWST, will necessarily rely on diagnostics calibrated for their low-redshift
analogs. We present recent efforts to characterize feedback in low-redshift starbursts via HST observations of the warm, OVIemitting halos. Combining UV-optical ground and space-based imaging and spectroscopy we present the results of a first census
of the OVI luminosity, halo morphology, and physical properties of five low-redshift dwarf starburst galaxies.

Necessity of OVI imaging:
Assessing stellar feedback requires multi-wavelength observations
in order to probe the ISM over 4 orders of magnitude in
temperature. Optical nebular emission (TISM~104K) observations
can constrain, e.g., the kinematics of gas outflows; while X-ray
observations (TISM~106K) constrain adiabatic expansion of
galactic superwinds energized by supernovae. The interface
between these phases, the warm ISM (T~105K), is best probed by
the primary metal cooling line OVIλλ1032,1038Å [7]. To date,
detection of OVI emission has been limited to spectroscopic UV
Hayes+observations
(2016) (FUSE;[8]) and restricted to a small aperture. These
technical limitations make the survey of distribution of metals [see
9] in the CGM of galaxies, and studies of feedback, difficult. We
present a novel method using HST ACS/SBC to image the OVI
halos, effectively bypassing many of systematic limitations
encountered in previous enterprising studies.
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Figure 1: Synthesized OVI Narrowband — Applying a
methodology first used to imaging HI Lyα in low-redshift
galaxies in the LARS survey [10,11,12], we combine SBC
long-pass (above) filters to synthesize a narrowband
sensitive to OVI
& Lyα.
Subtracting the underlying
spectrum, we can isolate these lines and image the full
spatial profile at the HST spatial resolution.

J1156+5008:The First Direct Image of an OVI halo
Few galaxies are confirmed OVI emitters
—NGC 4361, Haro11, M82 [10,13,14] —
making pre-selection difficult. The COSHalos absorption line survey [15,16] of
the CGM in proximity to tens of galaxies
provided two key insights: 1) OVI is
ubiquitous in SFG halos, and 2) the
absorption column increases with
specific SFR of the host galaxy. Thus, to
selecting candidate OVI emitters, we
required SFR and sSFR to be maximized.

Figure 2: Sample Selection— For a pilot
survey [17] we searched the SDSS catalog
requiring 1) strong star for mation
(EWHα>200EW; right) dwarf SFGs; 2) a
redshift 0.23<z<0.29; and 3) minimal MW
extinction (<0.1mag). With SFR =35M⦿yr-1,
compact morphology (r e <4kpc), low
metallicity (12+log(O/H)=7.8), J1156+5008
(right) was identified as the ideal candidate
for the first OVI imaging campaign with HST.
Figure 3: Observations —In Cycle 22, we obtained ~35ks with
ACS/SBC broadband FUV imaging;~4ks of WFC3/UVIS
broadband ACS narrowband imaging; and ~2ks with COS for
FUV spectroscopy. SBC data are used to directly synthesize the
OVI/Lyα narrowband, UVIS observation constrain the underlying
stellar continuum. Modeling the
stellar continuum per pixel, we
derive the OVI synthetic
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The future: probing origins of galactic outflows

Astrophysical Journal, 834:179 (30pp), 2017 January 10

Zheng+ (2017)

We want to map the origins of outflows
across galaxies, understanding the
dynamics of both fountains and
winds.
This means:
– Using down-the-barrel experiments to trace outflows
at their source against individual star forming
regions.
– Leveraging multi-object capabilities.
– Coupled with background QSO galaxy
spectroscopy.

See Rubin, Martin, Bouche, Bordoloi, Chen, Kacprzak, …

Critical capabilities:

– Multi-object capability.
Imagine 10s of individual UV slits for which we obtain
R~5000+ spectra.
– Moderate resolution (R ~ 5000+).
ure 1. Left: distribution of the target stars (S1–S8) in the disk of M33. The background image is from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX
n circle, is not
used in powerful
our analysis
(see Section
2.1). Right:
number of stars within the COS aperture along each sightline. The background
*Especially
on larger
scales against
redshifted
e retrieved from the
MASTforarchive.
Images
taken
with the F170W ﬁlter are used when they exist. The red cross indicates the center of the C
galaxies
mapping
O VI, H
I absorption.
circle shows its size (2 5 in diameter). At the distance of M33 (840 kpc), 2 5 is ∼10 pc.

represent a non-detection in our sample. Our ﬁnal target list

discuss the details of these pipelines and com

An HST Pathfinder Mode:
Preparing the case for LUVOIR
The case is made easier if the parameters can be constrained ahead of time.

•
•
•

How weak is the hot gas absorption from the halos of galaxies?
Can we detect emission from the hot halo of a galaxy?
…

An HST Legacy Mode:
Preparing for the Abyss
We will have a decade without traditional access to the UV. What keeps
the science progressing during that time?

•
•

G140L survey of a uniform sample of Local Group star forming regions.
Comprehensive survey of WD metals

•

UV irradiance / variability in planet host stars across HR diagram
[e.g., K. France MUSCLES survey]

•
•

Variability survey of debris disk absorption
Uniform spectroscopy of top 10 QSOs at z>1 at high S/N to survey EUV
transitions. [H.W. Chen Cycle 25 program]

Done through community working groups and the continued availability of
extra large proposal categories.

What cool things can we do with LUVOIR?
Plenty!!
And the STDT is seeking science input now…
What do we need to get ready for and
scope the design requirements of LUVOIR?
Let’s test the more extreme cases to see what can be done

What legacy do we want to leave for
our decade without UV access?
Let’s decide this within our communities, seek a
continued very large opportunity.

Probing the CGM of Luminous Red Galaxies
Lower limits

16.4 < log N(HI) < 18.3
z ~ 0.3 – 1

Cumulative covering factor

Upper limits

Wotta+ (2016)

Faucher-Giguere
z~2 (simulation)
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Figure 1: The CGM traced by LLSs. Left: Metallicity distribution func
combined samples of Lehner et al. (2013) and Wotta et al. (2016). A unim
>99.6% significance, and the results are consistent with a bimodal distribut
Wotta et al. results rely on low-resolution metallicity determinations, d
metallicity systems are candidates for infalling material. Most of the low-m
identified in previous Mg II searches given their low metal content (equiv

Evolution of the CGM probed by
Lyman limit systems over cosmic time
Nicolas Lehner
University of Notre Dame
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. Left: Metallicity distribution function of 54 z ≤ 1 LLSs from the
13) and Wotta et al. (2016). A unimodal distribution is ruled out at

targets and creating more capable instruments.
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Figure 6.1. From Jason Tumlinson. TheScowen+
dotted
line describes
(arXiv:1611.09736)
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the available targets with Hubble-COS and the FUSE spacecraft.

